The following problem was proposed by J. E. Littlewood about IS years ago: Let S(x) = ^,1* c n e inz be a trigonometric series having the property that all its partial sums are positive. Is such a series necessarily a Fourier series? The purpose of this note is to show that such is not the case. It is well known that such a series must be a FourierStieltjes series, and, as was shown by H. Helson, even the weaker condition 1S 1 f°r a^ nSince the partial products are positive, this implies that the (formal) product (2) is a Fourier-Stieltjes series of a positive measure p. All that we have to do now is follow the lines of the proof of Theorem V.7.6, p. 209 in Zygmund [2] : We notice first that the partial products H? (1 -/i(Xyx)) are partial sums of 5(d/z) followed by long gaps. As is well known, this implies JJ? (1 -/i(Xyx))-H/>(X) a.e. where <j>{x)dx is the absolutely continuous part of JJL; but if X n grows fast enough (b) implies that the only limit H? (1-fjÇkjx) ) can converge to a.e. is zero.
THE EXAMPLE. We take S(x) = ü " (1 -i\(X y x)). The P t . are the polynomials defined in Lemma 1, with From (a) above it follows that a partial sum of S(x) has necessarily the form Uî (1-P €j (\jx)) times a partial sum of (l-~P efl+1 (X g+ ix)) plus two groups of terms each having the form P**+i(k) eikx times some terms from H (1 -P tj (\jx)).
l By (iii) uî (1 -Ptjfcx)) > 2-fl and the partial sums of (1-P tq+1 ÇK q+ ix)) are >l/2 and by (4) the sum of the remaining terms is bounded by 2~«~~2, hence the partial sums of S(x) are positive.
